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The purpose~of this paper is to study scme of the properties of the ring 
(X), which is defined as follows: ifR is a commutative ring and X is an 
indeterminate overR we denote by R(X) the localization of the ~o~y~orn~~~ 
ring R[X] at the multiplicatively closed set of manic ~o~~~orn~a~s~ e are 
primarily interested in knowing if R has a certain property whether R(X) has 
that same property and vice versa. As will be seen from the body of the 
paper the construction s relatively well behaved In that here are a large 
number of positive results. 
There are two main reasons for being interested in 
its relation to the Serre conjecture andits rami~catio an illustration of 
the way R(X) crops up in this context wecite the foil 
a class of rings closed under the formation f (X) and such that over anv 
in U finitely generated projective modules are free, then finitely generat 
ojective modules over R [X, , X2 )..., X,]are ee for R in U Thus it 
certainly of value to know which properties of are inherited by R(x). 
There is another more formal reason for being interested in R
symbol R(X) is usually used to denote ~~~a~i~at~o~ of R 
polynomials of unit content. Indeed, itis fo 
to avoid Quillen’s otation [ 1.5 ] and to inst 
been much studied (cf. [9]). In general it 
ing loosely, less tructure. H nce, from a 
is again an object of interest. 
ur terminology and notation will be that of [ 1 llp unless 
stated tothe contrary. 
In Section 1 we quickly dispense with those ring operties stable under 
passage to the polynomial ring and subsequent locali ion. Section 2 relates 
the dimensions ofR and R(X) to one another and exploits the ~~~s~~~e~~Es 
of this relation. I deed, we are able to show that is an Artinian ring, a
edekind domain or a principal ideal domain if and Q 
show fhat is a principal ideal ring if and only if is. That R(X) a 
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principal ideal ring implies that R is a principal ideal ring was shown to us 
by W. Heinzer. Thefinal section is the longest of he three and studies Priifer 
domains and their various generalizations. We extend the characterization 
from [4] of when R(X) is a Pri.ifer domain to rings with zero divisors. For 
example, we prove in Theorem 3.7 that R(X) is semihereditary f and only if 
R is semihereditary and ofdimension less than, or equal to, one. 
1. PROPERTIES STABLE UNDER PASSAGE TO 
POLYNOMIAL RINGS AND LOCALIZATION 
We begin by remarking that if R is an integral domain, a reduced ring 
( i.e., without non-zero nilpotent lements) or a Noetherian ri g then by 
standard results on polynomial rings and localization (cf. [ 111) so is R(X). 
The converse ofeach of these statements is also true. Since R c R(X), if 
R(X) is either reduced oran integral domain R must also be either reduced 
or an integral domain, while the faithful latness of R(X) over R can be 
utilized to show that if R(X) is Noetherian so is R. 
We now turn our attention t  divisibility properties of integral domains. 
Recall that an integral domain D is called a GCD-domain if any two 
elements have agreatest common divisor. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. D is a GCD-domain if and only if D(X) is a GCD- 
domain. 
Proof. By [9, Theorem 34.101 D[X] is a GCD-domain if D is and since 
the localization of a GCD-domain is a GCD-domain (cf. [3, Exercise 21, 
Chap. VII, Sect. 11) D(X) is also aGCD-domain. 
Conversely suppose that D(X) is a GCD-domain. D is a subring ofD(X) 
so any two elements a and b in D have agreatest common divisor finD(X). 
If h e D(X) divides c E D c D(X) there exists anelement k E D(X) such 
that c= hk. 
Set h = h,/m and k = k,/n, where m and n are manic polynomials in 
D[X]. Then in D[X], mnc = h, k,. This means that he leading coefficient of 
h, divides c in D. So iff above is the greatest common divisor of aand b, the 
leading coefficient of the numerator ff divides a and b in D. If 
d E D c D(X) divides both a and b in D (and so in D(X), too), then, since f 
is the greatest common divisor of a and b in D(X), there exists anelement 
g E D(X) such that I= dg. 
Setting f =fJm, and g = g/n, we have f/m, = d(g,/n,) so that 
f,n, = dm, g. Because n,is manic ddivides the leading coefficient off, inD. 
It follows that he leading coefficient off, is the greatest common divisor of 
a and b in D. D is thus aGCD-domain as stated. 
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rtners of the ~~~-do~a~~s are t 
ppose D(X) is a UFD. 
by the previ01.1~ proposition 
14.4j a C&D-domain in which every ascending chain of ~~~~e~~al ideals i
finite isa UFD. So let a,D c a,D C .‘. be an as~~~d~~g chain of principa;i 
Then in the UFD D(X) the c 
we can show that aiD f a 
e would have an infinite c 
Suppose then that aiD = ajO( i.e., th 
n for some hi/si andfi/sj inD[X] (A, 
aj/l =J$q/~jl so that aisi =Jiaj and ajsj =fjaia 
Letting c and $ be the leading coeffkients ofWG and&, respective1 
and si are monk, if follows that ai = coj and aj = &.ziS Therefore ;i! 
The theoren follows. 
e remark that both Propositions 1. Iand 5.2 fail for 
by taking D to be a edekind omain which is not a The next two 
theorems are recorded for completeness. Theyfosllow easily from ~~e~~-~~~~~~. 
results onfa~t~f~~y flat extensions. 
In this ection we relate he (Krull) 
make use of this relation to show that c
mvaip 2.1. Let R be a $nite dim 1 ring and 
in A’] c$ maximal height. Then M = is ~Q~~~U 
y [9, Theorem 30.18, Corollary 30.19j we know there xists a 
e ideals of maximal ength 
was not maximal in R. Then there would exist 
we could form a new chain MIX] +Z M,[ 
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and properly containing M,[X] [ 11, Theorem 36 et seq.]. Q would then ot 
be of maximal height. 
THEOREM 2.1. If R is offinite dimension then dim R(X) = dim R [X] - 1 
(cf. [41). 
ProoJ: By the above lemma a maximal ideal Q of maximal height in
R[X] thus contains M[X] for some maximal ideal M in R. Moreover, there 
exists anelement f(Z Q not in M[X]. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that he leading coefficient off isnot in M since, ifit were, we could 
merely subtract  suitable polynomial n M[X] from fto give apolynomial 
of the stated sort. If f = a,X” + a,-, X”-’ + ... + a, then, since M is 
maximal in R, (a,, M) = R and there exists x,y E R and m E M such that 
xm + ya, = 1. So xmx” + yf is a manic polynomial n Q. If we denote byS 
the set of manic polynomials in R [X] Q n S # 0 and M[X] n S = 0. 
By [ 10, Theorem 371 there is no prime properly between Q and M[X] in 
R [X] so localization at S drops the dimension of R[X] by exactly one. For 
Noetherian ri gs we have, as Lam notes in [12], the following easy result: 
COROLLARY 2.2. If R is Noetherian, then dim R(X) = dim R. 
ProoJ: If R is Noetherian by [11, Theorem 1491 dim R [X] = dim R + 1.  
Our first use of these theorems i : 
PROPOSITION 2.3. A ring R is an Artinian ring (respectively a D dekind 
domain) if and only if R(X) is an Artinian ring (respectively a D dekind 
domain). 
Proof: A ring is Artinian if and only if it is Noetherian andzero dimen- 
sional. 
A Dedekind omain is a Noetherian i tegrally c osed omain of 
dimension e. We need thus only remark that R is an integrally c osed 
domain if and only if R(X) is (cf. [ 11, Exercise 10, p. 42 and Exercise 2, p. 
731). 
We next urn to the Hilbert ings, i.e., those rings in which every prime 
ideal is the intersection of themaximal ideals containing t.There we can 
show: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If R is a Noetherian Hilbert ing of dimension <1 then 
R(X) is Hilbert. 
Proof. If the dimension of R is zero then the dimension of R(X) is also 
zero and R(X) is trivially Hilbert. If R is one dimensional, thenby [ 11, 
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theorem 1471 all we need to show i 
(X) (i.e., such that dim R(X)/ 
ximal ideals. Now by Corollary 2.2, dim 
[ 111 and the properties of localization the 
of the form P[Xl,, where Sis the set of monk 
of depth e in R. P[X], is therefore co 
the form FIS 3where Q contains P an 
n the other hand, R(X) can be Hilbert without 
discrete valuation d main (i.e., a Noetherian domain of d’ 
only one maximal ideal and that ideal principal) it is not 
owever, D(X) is, as the following show 
= (m). Then since 1 - rrrn isa unit for each 
educible in D[X] and thus generates a prime 
a principal ideal domain). Since m is neither a zero divisor nor a unit hese 
primes are distinct fordistinct  and do no 
They contract to zero and are of height one. 
~oetherian D(X) is one dimensional an 
- (1 -m”)) in O[X] correspond to maximal ideals in
e ideal of depth one in D(X), (O), is th.us ~~~tai~e~ in 
maximal primes and D(X) is thus aHilbert ring. 
The of what conditions  W are necessary n 
ensure ) is Hilbert and vice versa remains open 
We now turn to principal ideal rings ( Its), i.e., those rings in which 
every ideal isprincipal. If the ring is a domain we have: 
ROPOSITION 2.5. D is a principal ideal do 
cipal ideal domain. 
roof. If either D or D(X) is zero dirne~sio~a~ then both are (Theore 
are thus fields. So suppose D is a one dimensio~a 
domain. Then because a principal ideal domain 
one dimensional. It is also aUFD since D is, an 
If D(X) is a one dimensional PI 
For the converse of the more general case we need a~~e~~rnin~~ result. 
LEMMA 2.2. If R is any ring, then the ~dern~~te~t~ of (X) are ~~ern~~t~ 
oaf. To start assume that R is reduced and let f/g be a non-zero idem- 
potent element ofR(X). Then (f/g)” =fjg, from whit it f~~lows~ since g is 
monk, that f2 =fg. 
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Setf= a, + a,X + u2x2 + ‘.’ + a,X* so that 
f2=a~+2a,a,X+ .“+ c quip+ . . . 
iij=k 
+ 2u,-,unP-1 + uy”. 
R is reduced soui # 0 and f * does have degree 2n. Then, because g is 
manic, then degree of g must also be n. Let g = b, + b,X + . 
-t b,-,A?-’ +x” and then the coefficient of Xk in fg is Ci+j=k aibj (where 
b, = 1). 
We now equate he coefficients off * and fg: 
For the coefficients of X2” we have ai = a,,, i.e., a, is idempotent. For the 
coefficients of X2n-1 we have 2a, _ i a, = a,- i+ b,- i a,, _i so, multiplying by 
a n, we get 2u,-,uz=2a,-,u,=u,-,u,+b,-,ui=u,-,a,+b,-,a, and
unan- 1= b,-, a,,. Substituting hisin our original equation we get that 
2u n-14 =a,-, + a.,~,- i and so a, divides a,._, . Now assume that a, 
divides ach an-k for 0< k < Y, where r< n, and equate he coefficients of 
X2”-‘; then 
c uibj= 2 UiUj. 
i+j=*n-r i+j=2n-r 
Thus 
a n-r’ I+ c uibj= 2a,u,-, + C UiUj. 
i+j=*n--r itj=*n-r 
i>n-r i,j>n-r 
By hypothesis a, divides the last terms on both sides of the quation above 
and so it divides andr. It follows that a, divides akfor 0 < k < n and 
f = a, h, where his a manic polynomial. 
Reusing the fact that f/g is idempotent we have (fig)’ = (a,h/g)2 = a, h/g, 
whence ui h*g = a,, h2g = a, g2h and then, since hgis manic, f = a,, h = a,g 
so that f/g = a, h/g = a, E R. 
Now assume that R has non-zero nilradical A? Denote by 7 and g the 
images of f and g in R/N[X], i.e., J;= (a, + N) + (a, + N) X2 + ... +
(a, +N)Xn and similarly forg. Then, since neither f nor g is nilponent (cf. 
[2, p. 11 Ex. 2.ii]). fig is a non-zero idempotent i  the reduced ring R/N(X). 
By our previous argumenty/g= CE R/N. By [6, Lemma 1, p. 3491, C? can be 
lifted to an idempotent b E R such that y/g - 6 = 0, i.e., f - bg = p E N. 
Then f/g = b +p/g and both b and b +p/g are idempotent i  R(X). To 
complete the proof it suffices to show that p/g = 0. Set p/g = n and note that 
n is nilponent: (b + n)* = b* + 2nb + n2 = b + IZ and since b2 = b, 
2nb + n2 = It. Multiply by b and rearrange to get nb + n*b = n(1 + n) b = 0. 
1 t n is a unit so nb = 0. Replace this in 2rzb + n2 = II an 
Proo4: Suppose R is a PIR. We firstly rema that it is s~~c~e~t toshow 
that al? prime ideals ofR are principal (cf. [I 1, ercise 15, p. 81). Since the 
(X) are in one-to-one corresp me with tixe prime i
ing the set of manic polynomials ndsince the E
principal ideal remains principal it again suffices to how 
R(X) are principal in 
as a direct sum of speci 
‘s are PlDs and the Ti’s are special 
oniy one pro;er p ime ideal which is moreov 
s. (A special has 
e the identity n the appropriate 
[X] +D*[X] + ,.’ +D,[x] + T,, 
5 of [ 191 a prime ideal inR [X] 
in some D,[X] or Ti[X] summed with the r
thus to identify these prime ideals. 
j[X] we will have the following prime ideals: 
), since Di[X] is a domain. 
rincipal rimes of the form (p)[X] ~~~tra~t~~~ to (p) for (p) 
3. Primes contracting to (p) an generated by py and some mor,ic 
2$jg (p) is maximal in 
rimes contracting to zero in JX] (cf. Exercise I 1, 
all primes must contract to he prime ideal ( 
rn~~~rnal and maximal in T by definition 
e form as those in 2 and 3 
riding toideals oftypes 1, 2 and 4 are 
As observed above, primes of ty 
onic p~ly~ornial~~~~ of degree n,say. The c~~~cs~~~ 
ideal in R[Xj will therefore contain the monk ~~~y~~rn~~~ 
e,X’i- e,%” $ ... + ei-,~ +J’;:+ eii, n + ‘. $e,x- 
so will expand to R(X) on ~~eal~~a~iQn~ 
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Conversely if R(X) is a PIR by Lemma 2.2 each direct sum decom- 
position of R(X) corresponds to one of R. Indeed if R(X) = Rf + Rf + . 
+ Rz as a sum of PIDs and special PIRs then R = R, + R, + . + R,, 
where Ri(X) =RF. By Proposition 2.5 it suffices to show that if R(X) is a 
special PIR so is R. 
So suppose R(X) is a special PIR; then, like R(X), R will be zero dimen- 
sional nd a local ring and, in particular, theywill both be equal to their 
own total quotient rings (cf. [9, Sect. 11, Ex. 131). IfM is the maximal ideal 
in R then the maximal ideal in R(X)--which isprincipal-is MR(X). We 
may assume MR(X) to be generated by a polynomial f =a,$” +
a n_lXn-‘+ I.. + a,X+ a, in MR[X]. Since a, E Mc MR[X] we will have 
that a, = (s2/sl)f with s2, si E R[X] and s, of unit content (or manic if we 
so wish). Ifs2 6? MR [Xl, i.e., is of unit content, s2 is a unit and, in R(X), 
f = (sZ/sI) a, so that AIR(X) = (a,). If s2 E MR [X] assume that f is the 
polynomial of least degree generating AIR(X). Then, if IZ > 1, we have 
s,a,=s,f=s,(a,X”+a,_,X”-‘+.‘.+u,X+u,) so that (si-~)a,,= 
s,X(u,X”-’ + + a,) and since si - s, is of unit content 
a, = &(a,X”-’ + . + a,) = s,Xf I, 
1 2 Sl -s2 
say. MR(X) is then generated by the polynomial f’ of degree n - 1. It 
follows that MR(X) can be generated by an element inM. But then this 
same element generates M in R. (If AIR(X) = (b), for m E A4 set 
m = (sJsi)b with si manic. Then ms, = s,b and comparison of the leading 
coefficients shows that m E Rb.) M will be nilpotent since MR(X) is 
nilpotent. R is thus aspecial PIR [2, Theorem 8.5, Proposition 8.81. 
3. PREFER DOMAINS AND RELATED RINGS 
The main result inthis ection shows that if R is a reduced ring of 
dimension <l and locally a valuation ri g then R(X) is also f dimension 
<l and locally a valuation ri g. (Here we are using the term “valuation 
ring” as in [ 111, namely, a commutative ring with identity whose ideals are 
linearly ordered.) Making use of this result wecan show that if R is one 
dimensional, R is apri.ifer domain, a Bezout domain or a semihereditary ring 
if and only if R(X) has the corresponding property. These results generalize 
or extend results from [4]. Some attention s also paid to generalizations of 
Priifer domains. 
The following result may be known, but we know of no reference to it in 
this form. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let P be a prime ideal in a ring 
v~l~~tio~ ring. Then R[X],[,, isa valuation ring. 
Prm$ Since RIX],I,l N_(RPIX])PRp,Xl we tag?, consider the ialter 
localization. An element thereof isof the form: 
f= Ccix’ 
x d,Xi ’ 
where 
and C djXj @ PR,[X]. 
Let g = c aiXi/C bjA? be another such element and assume that bot 
and g are non-zero. 
We want to show that f divides g or g divides J:Si 
there xists an element dj 6$ RR,---i.e., an element w 
djX? is therefore nota zero divisor inRP[X]’ 
Let C a,Xi = (C ciXi)(C b,x’) and C jIjX” = 
of these is zero by our remark on zero divisors 
is 0. 
Let a: = greatest common divisor of the ai and 
f the pj. (Since we are in a valuation ring ct be one of the 
one of the pj.) Then in R, a divides B or divides a-say the latt 
.Y =/I C p’XJ one (at least) ofthe /I; is the identity in et a = 
’ = a C &Xi. Then the element 
Hence f= gh in R, [X]PRPIXI andg 
emark. Note -that ifR, is a domain so is PWI JJJ+[X]~ 
T~~~~~~ 3.2. Let R be a reduced rin 
a v~~~~tio~ ring for all prime ideals P in 
and is such that R(X), is a valuation ring 
PYOOf: e first how that under the stated conditions R(X) is locally a 
valuation ring. As before the prime ideals of (X) are in one-to-one 
correspondence with those prime ideals of s-- the se8 of 
manic lynomials inR[X]. Let $2, be p extension fP, 
say, in [Xi. Then 
(X>e, = P [Xl,),, = 
sinceBnS=# and 1ES. 
481/67/2-6 
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We therefore need only consider localizations of R [X] at primes of R [X] 
not meeting S.Since prime ideals inR[X] always contract to prime ideals in
R the typical situation is totake achain of primes P, c P, in R and to ask 
which primes in R [X] contract to P, and P, . Firstly we have the primes 
P,[X] and P, [X] for which, by Theorem 3.1, we know that R[X]pi[xl 
(i = 1,2) is a valuation ri g. Then we have prime ideals Q in R [X] upper to 
P,. Since P, is maximal in R the prime Q contains a manic polynomial [ 11, 
Theorem 281 and need not be considered further. Theremaining kind of 
prime ideals inR [X] to be considered arethe primes Q in R [X] upper to P,. 
NOW Q n R = P, so that T= R\p, is disjoint from Q in R [Xl. So on 
localizing R [X] at T, Q corresponds to a prime ideal in R[X], NR&Y] = 
RJX]. Now as before: 
By Exercise 6, p. 24 of [ 111, RP,, is a field and so R [Xl, is isomorphic to a
PID [ 19, p. 2421 localized at a prime ideal nd is thus adiscrete valuation 
domain. 
All possible primes have been considered an R(X) is thus locally a 
valuation ri g. 
It remains toprove that R(X) is also f dimension 1.Since we already 
know (Theorem 2.1) that he dimension drops by one in the transition fr m
R[X] to R(X) it will be sufficient to show that R[X] is of dimension 2 (a 
priori itcould be of dimension 3 [11, Theorem 381). Let Q be a maximal 
ideal inR [X] and set P= R ~7 Q. Since Q is maximal in R [X] the dimension 
of R [Xl, is the same as that of R [Xl. Also R\P c R [X]\Q so localization  
R\P will not decrease the dimension f R[X] in the passage to 
RP[XI “WI,\, (= WI,). RP is a valuation ri g and at most one dimen- 
sional (since R is one dimensional). 
By Theorems 68and 39 of [ 111, R, [X] is of dimension two (a valuation 
ring is a strong S-ring). 
By our previous remarks R(X) is thus of dimension e. The proof is 
complete. 
Remark. We do not know whether the requirement that R be reduced is
necessary. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let R be of dimension zero and such that R, is a 
valutation ring for all prime ideals P in R. Then R(X) is of dimension zero 
and is such that R(X)o is a valuation ri g for all primes Q in R(X). 
ProoJ That R(X), is a valuation ri g follows a in Theorem 4.3 from 
Theorem 4.2 on noting that all uppers to prime ideals inR contain manic 
polynomials. Thathe dimension remains zero follows: by [11, Theorem 381 
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dim R [X] = B and by Theorem 3.2, dim 
completes heproof. 
~~0~~~~~~0~ 3.4. Let R be a cQmm~tat~v@ ring 5~dim~~~i~~ greater than 
one. Then there xists a prime ideal Q in 
~a~~atio~ .ri~g. 
r0cyf-l First weshow that it is sufficient to consider the case where 
a domain. 
so let sion greater than one pi = be a 
chain of be a prime ideal in er to : and 
er the domain R/P,. Since 
/PO [Xl 2: R [X]/P,[X], Q/Po[X] isan upper to 
Now 
If the left-hand localization is n ta valuation d main, eit 
hand localization and a fortiori RIXln is not a valuation ri 
as weli take I? to be a domain. 
then by the result quoted above D
Let OcP, cP, be a chain of p 
p f P,\P, and consider theideal 
operly contains Pl[X] and does n
P, [X] in 6) [XI/P, [Xl-it is generated by 
D[%]/P,[X] and so Q is prime in D[X]. Clearly 
theorem. 
PROPOSPTION 3.5. If for each prime ideal 
va~~at~Q% ring then for each prime ideal P of p is a vai~at~Q% ring. 
ProoJ: Let P be a prime ideal of e know that 
is a valuation ri g so giv elements a and En 
either a divides b or b divides ck in 
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Say the former, sothat b=fa, where 
f= CEoaix” 
zEo bjxj (ai, bj E Rp) 
and 
i bjxj 62 PR,[X]. 
.i=O 
Then there exists anelement g E R,[X]\PR,[X] such that 
a 5 aiX’- b i 
i=O j=O 
=O. 
But g is not a zero divisor in Rp[X] so that in fact 
a 2 a,X’ = b 5 bjXj. 
i=O j=O 
Since J+-&. bjxj &PR,[X] there is an integer k (0 < k < n) such that bk is a 
unit in R,. Thus bb, = ask # 0 and so ab; ‘ak = b. It follows that a divides b 
in R,. R, is thus avaluation ri g as claimed. 
We now make our first applications of thepreceding theorems. A  usual, 
we refer to[ 111 for the necessary definitions. 
THEOREM 3.6 (cf. [4, Theorem 11). D(X) is a Pri#& domain (or Bezout 
domain) if and only if D is one dimensional and a Priifer domain (Bezout 
domain). D(X) is then also ne dimensional. 
Prooj By [ll, Theorem 641, is a Priifer domain if and only if it is 
locally a valuation d main, The required result then follows from Theorem 
3.2 and Propositions 3.4 and 3.5. A Bezout domain can be characterized as 
an integral domain which is both aPriifer domain and a GCD domain (cf. 
[9, Theorems 28.8b, 34.101). By Proposition 1.1 and the above, D(X) is a 
Bezout domain if and only if D is a Bezout domain and one dimensional. 
We would like to investigate the analogous questions for the 
generalizations of Pri.ifer domains to rings with zero divisors. The results 
turn out to be surprisingly good as evidenced by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.7. R(X) is semihereditary if and only if R is semihereditary 
and of dimension <l, and then dim R(X) = dim R. 
ProoJ: According to[8] is a semihereditary ring ifand only if the total 
quotient ring of R is von Neumann regular (cf. [ 11, Exercise 22, p. 641) and 
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h prime ideal P of R, R, is a valuation d 
is reduced. By Proposition 3.2and 3.3 
valuation d main and of the same dimension as 
is that he total quotient ring of R(X) is van 
equivalent to showing that he total quotient ring 
d (cf. [l I]>. So let U be the set of 
the total quotient ring of R. The tota 
>? say, will be R(X) localized at the set o
nit polynomials areregular.) T isof 
1 [ 11, Theorem 38J. Localizing at 
~o~y~~rn~a~s of a[X], we see that as in Theore 
is zero. T(R(X)) is reduced asfollows: T is reduced soT[X] is reduced [Z, 
Exercise 2, Chap. I] and then T[X], is also reduced. 
Conversely suppose that R(X) is semi~ereditary~ Since 
is free Over R it is 
3d] and then dy [13, Sect. 3b], 
the above de~~it~Q~ we immediately have 
$ 
izher 
These assertions f llow immediately from Pro 
popular generalization is he following (151 o
a Priifer ring if every finitely generated r gular ideal is 
must extend the concept ofinvertibility to r n 
!9]. This last definition is equivalent [IO, The 
rime ideal P of R, R, has the property that he i
pair of ideals, one at least of which is regular, are totally ordered by
340 L. R. LE RICHE 
inclusion. Fromthis equivalence we see at once that an Arithmetical ringis 
a Priifer ring. The converse isnot true (5, p. 2021. This equivalence also 
leads us to conjecture that in the non-Noetherian caseR can be a one dimen- 
sional Priifer ring without R(X) being Pri.ifer. So far, we know of no 
example. In the Noetherian c se we do, however, have the following. 
THEOREM 3.9. If R is a zero-dimensional or reduced one-dimensional 
Noetherian Priifer ring then R(X) is also aPriifer ring. 
Proof. We will concentrate on he one-dimensional case with appropriate 
comments for the zero-dimensional case.According to[5, Theorem 5, 
p. 2091, R is a Noetherian Priifer ring if and only if or every maximal ideal 
M in R, R, is either a discrete valuation ri g or is such that every non-unit 
is a zero divisor. 
Again as in Proposition 3.2 the maximal ideals inR(X) are ither those 
corresponding to maximal ideals M in R or uppers toprime of height zero in 
R (not in the zero-dimensional case!). If Q is an upper to a rank zero prime 
in R [X] then R(X)aS is as in Proposition 3.2a discrete valuation 
ring-(DVR). 
If M(X) corresponds to a maximal ideal M in R we have as before 
R mww~ - R P&f, = RM P4MM,Xl -(l) and there are two cases to distin- 
guish. First ifR, is a DVR then as in Theorem 4.3 R(X),,,, isavaluation 
ring- indeed a valuation d main-and all we have to show is that he 
image of M(X) is principal. But MM is principal in R,[X] so M,[X] is prin- 
cipal in RJX] and so in R,[X],,,,I, M,[X] has principal image and is 
thus aDVR. Second we must consider what happens ifR, is such that every 
non-unit is azero divisor. Allwe need to do is to show that in R(X),,,, 
every element inthe image of M(X) is a zero divisor. F om (1) this is the 
same as showing that he image in R,[X]MM,xl of M,[X] consists only of 
zero divisors. Since R, is Noetherian by [ 11, Theorem SO] there is a non- 
zero element xE R, such that xMM= (0). Then x E R,[X] and 
xlM,[X] = 0. So provided x does not become zero on transition t  
&L%,LxI its image will be a non-zero annihilator of the image of M,[X]. 
For x to map to zero n localization we must have that xf = 0 for some 
fE R,[X]\M,[X]. But if @ M,[X] some one of its coefficients will not be 
in MM and so be a unit in R,. The corresponding coefficient in xf is thus not 
zero. 
Remarks. In fact, ifR is a reduced Noetherian ri g R, above cannot 
have very non-unit a zeo divisor (unless it is a field). Since R is reduced so
is R,. But R, is Noetherian andMM is supposed toconsist of zero divisors 
so [ 11, Theorem 801 there exists a non-zero x ER, such that xi& = 0. 
x @ MM implies x aunit and so M,,, = 0 (i.e., R, , a field); if xE MM then 
x2 E MM = 0 and x2 = 0. Thus x = 0, a contradiction. So i  fact areduced 
Noetherian Prtifer ring is merely a special kind of ~r~t~m~t~~~~ ring. 41 
follows from Theorem 4.5 that if R is reduced 
Noetherian Prtifer ring if R is of dimension less than or 
This paper forms part of the writer’s Ph.D. thesis at the IJniversity of Steilenbosch unde: 
Professor q.W. Brewer. Iwish to express my thanks to Professor B ewer, whose enthusias*? 
and example have proved continuing inspirations. 
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